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Porous energy materials are essential components of many energy devices and systems, the development of which have been long plagued by two main challenges. The first is the ‘curse of dimensionality’, i.e. the complex structure–property relationships of energy materials are largely determined by a high-dimensional parameter space. The second challenge is the low efficiency of optimisation/discovery techniques for new energy materials. Digitalisation of porous energy materials is currently being considered as one of the most promising solutions to tackle these issues by transforming all material information into the digital space using reconstruction and imaging data and fusing this with various computational methods. With the help of material digitalisation, the rapid characterisation, the prediction of properties, and the autonomous optimisation of new energy materials can be achieved by using advanced mathematical algorithms. In this paper, we review the evolution of these computational and digital approaches and their typical applications in studying various porous energy materials and devices. Particularly, we address the recent progress of artificial intelligence (AI) in porous energy materials and highlight the successful application of several deep learning methods in microstructural reconstruction and generation, property prediction, and the performance optimisation of energy materials in service. We also provide a perspective on the potential of deep learning methods in achieving autonomous optimisation and discovery of new porous energy materials based on advanced computational modelling and AI techniques.

1. Introduction

Porous materials are used in a range of energy conversion and storage systems including electrochemical devices, high-capacity gas storage systems, and carbon capture and sequestration systems, to name but a few. The diversity of energy systems and applications results in a broad range of porous energy materials from naturally formed materials such as coal to artificially synthesised structures such as metal foams and carbon-based electrodes. These porous energy materials have numerous physical and chemical properties covering a range of...
length scales which determine their suitability for different applications.\textsuperscript{9–6} Thus, understanding the nature of these properties is critical for the development of future energy devices.

However, the microstructures of porous energy materials are complex due to their complicated formation mechanisms and fabrication processes. For example, the formation of the complex morphology found in Li-ion battery electrodes involves mixing active materials, drying to remove solvent and mechanical calendaring,\textsuperscript{7} while electrodes of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are usually prepared through the creation of an ink consisting of yttria-stabilised zirconia (YSZ) powder-doped with Ni and lanthanum manganese (LSM), which is screen-printed and sintered at temperatures of \( \sim 1300 \) °C.\textsuperscript{6} These multi-step synthesis protocols (mechanical, chemical, thermal, etc.) subsequently lead to multi-scale characteristics, with features such as pore size or characteristic length ranging widely from the nanometre to millimetre scale. In addition, porous energy materials often involve multi-physical processes when they are in service. For instance, metal foams act with two functions; as mechanical supports and flow distributors in fuel cells.\textsuperscript{9} Porous silicon materials offer reaction sites in photovoltaic systems but also transfer free charge carriers.\textsuperscript{10} Simultaneous ionic, electronic, and gas transport occur at triple-phase boundaries in the catalyst layers (CL) of fuel cells.\textsuperscript{11} Thus, accurately describing the complex relationships between structure, properties, and performance of these porous energy materials has been challenging due to the multi-scale and multi-physical nature of their performance.

One of the most promising approaches to understand the complicated physics of porous energy materials is to fully digitalise energy materials. The digitalisation of energy materials will transform all material information including their structures, properties, and performance into the data space, allowing for in silico design. This not only allows in-depth, massive and efficient data analysis to extract meaningful features such as material properties and lifetime, but also to deliver insightful information for design, optimisation and discovery of innovative energy materials. In recent years, the progress of energy material digitalisation has been greatly promoted by increasing effort in developing experimental and computational methods.\textsuperscript{12–17}

Several ambitious initiatives have been announced to promote the exploration of innovative materials by international communities, e.g. the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI)\textsuperscript{18} in the United States in 2011 and the Material Digitalization Platform\textsuperscript{19} in Germany in 2019 which aim to digitalise materials from the atomic level to the system level to accelerate discovery of new materials.\textsuperscript{20–22} In this review, we focus on the emerging development and utilisation of digital technologies towards new understanding of the fundamentals, such as microstructures of porous energy materials, acceleration of the material optimisation and discovery, and improvement of the performance of porous energy materials in various applications. This bridges the fundamental molecular-scale design of materials with their eventual performance in macroscopic energy devices and systems. First, we briefly review the research history of porous energy materials that includes empirical generalisations, basic theories and imaging techniques. Then, the recent progress of powerful imaging and modelling techniques in modern porous energy materials research are discussed. Finally, we address the emerging trends of artificial intelligence (AI) in porous energy materials and highlight the successful applications of several deep learning methods in microstructural reconstruction, property prediction, and performance optimisation of energy materials. We also provide a perspective on the potential of these deep learning methods in achieving autonomous optimisation and discovery of new porous energy materials based on powerful computational modelling and AI techniques.

2. A brief history of energy materials development: the foundations of empirical, theoretical and imaging techniques

Before the first industrial revolution, naturally occurring materials were widely used (such as wood or charcoal) serving as energy sources for heating food and material-forming (metal-working, earthenware etc.). The efficient utilisation of these porous energy materials mainly depended on empirical observations, with few tools or theories available for understanding these energy materials.

Since the first industrial revolution in the 18th century, several porous energy materials for energy supply and storage, such as coal and oil sandstones, have become the most relevant because much of the energy exploitation and utilisation, directly or indirectly, involved them. Both of these materials possess complex microstructures; however, few imaging techniques were available to reveal the full complexity of their microstructures due to the limited resolution of optical microscopes. Even today, the highest resolution of conventional optical microscopes is limited to \( \sim 0.2 \) μm due to the diffraction limit, accuracy of lenses or mirrors and/or detector array resolution,\textsuperscript{23} so features at length scales smaller than this are not identified with this technique. Fig. 1 shows 2D images of one typical coal and oil sandstone obtained by a low-resolution optical microscope.\textsuperscript{24,25} It is seen that only large-scale features can be distinguished with small-scale structures being unresolved. In addition, these 2D images are thin sections extracted from samples and are therefore insufficient to provide the 3D spatially resolved structures that are needed to fully understand the structural characteristics of porous energy materials.

It has been challenging to predict physical properties of porous energy materials from optical images of their structure. A series of analytical theories were developed for a number of physical processes, such as thermal conduction (Fourier's law, 1822), fluid dynamics (Navier–Stokes equations, 1845), mechanics of materials (Saint-Venant's principle, 1855) and so on. However, these theories were often only to describe simple configurations and were not able to characterise the highly complex structures observed in practice until computers were introduced for numerical simulations.\textsuperscript{26} Thus, empirical or semi-empirical correlations were often preferred in order to relate bulk geometrical characteristics to
properties. Several classical correlations for estimating different physical properties are shown in Fig. 1. Although these equations require some assumptions, they can output the desired properties based on several structural and operating parameters with reasonable accuracy, which greatly reduces the time cost in engineering applications. For example, the Leverett J correlation has been widely employed in petroleum engineering to correlate the water saturation and capillary pressure in porous oil sandstones using only porosity \( \varepsilon \), permeability \( K \), surface tension coefficient \( \gamma \), and wettability angle \( \theta \).^{27–30}

### 3. Modern energy materials research: explosion of porous energy material types, powerful imaging and modelling techniques

Modern energy materials research was mainly marked by three key milestones. The first one was the boom in types of artificial porous energy materials that were fabricated for various energy devices. The second was the first appearance of commercial scanning electron microscopy (SEM) that was proposed by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company in the early 1960s. The third was the first computational simulation that was implemented by a team at the Los Alamos National Lab in 1957 which opened opportunities to numerically model physical processes in porous energy materials. In more recent years, the increasing awareness of the adverse environmental impact of the large-scale utilisation of fossil fuels has motivated the development of various green and advanced renewable energy technologies, including energy conversion, storage and transfer (Fig. 2). Among these various energy devices, porous energy materials play significant roles in providing storage sites for gaseous energy carriers, high-conductivity transport paths for charge, photons, heat and mass, catalytic reaction sites and mechanical support. For example, a variety of active metal ions/clusters and organic linkers can lead to the high porosity found in metal–organic frameworks.
(MOFs) and provide substrates for high-density gas storage.\textsuperscript{45} In solar cell applications, the microstructures of the electron transport layer significantly affect the degree of perovskite infiltration, light trapping and harvesting, and charge injection/transportation.\textsuperscript{46} Porous and hydrophilic exfoliated graphite and carbon foams are often combined in solar evaporators to transport water and insulate for heat loss.\textsuperscript{47} To date, material digitalisation has primarily supported experimental design and optimisation and takes two forms: (i) digitalising the outputs of experimental characterisation techniques that often produce digital images of sample microstructures and (ii) simulation of the multi-physics processes to predict performance of complex microstructures that are often reconstructed by imaging techniques. The following sections will introduce the recent progress made in various imaging techniques for digitalising material microstructures (Section 3.1), in mathematical models for generating synthetic microstructures (Section 3.2) and in multi-scale modelling approaches for predicting material properties (Section 3.3).

### 3.1 Advanced imaging techniques

There are several typical imaging techniques that have been widely used to reconstruct digital 2D and 3D microstructures of porous energy materials at high resolution, \textit{i.e.} SEM\textsuperscript{48–51} and atomic force microscopy (AFM) for 2D imaging,\textsuperscript{52–54} while focused ion beam-scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM),\textsuperscript{55–60} X-ray computerised tomography (CT),\textsuperscript{61–66} and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) microscopy are used for 2D and 3D imaging.\textsuperscript{67–69} It is noted that neutron imaging has been popular in 2D imaging, however, it is mainly employed to probe fluid dynamics in fuel cells, material phases and magnetic structures or phase transitions.\textsuperscript{78–80} Fig. 3 highlights these techniques with their operating principles and imaging results. In some cases, temporal details are needed in addition to spatial information, to understand the evolution of chemical, physical and topological parameters. Thus, 4D (3D plus time or chemical species, or more generally \(nD+1\)) reconstruction techniques are used, such as by individually employing X-ray CT...
and MRI\textsuperscript{67–69,81–88} or by integrating imaging techniques with other techniques such as synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD).\textsuperscript{89,90} The related work will be introduced in Section 3.1.3.

### 3.1.1 2D imaging

(a) **Scanning electron microscopy (SEM).** SEM scans the surface of porous energy materials with a focused beam of electrons (Fig. 3a). SEM also allows in situ observation of material surfaces. The highest resolution SEM can reach is \(0.4\) nm\textsuperscript{91} and a general SEM image usually takes several seconds to complete. SEM can, however, only observe a topographical surface and does not reveal information about crystal structures, which is the scope of transmission electron microscopy (TEM)\textsuperscript{92} and electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD).\textsuperscript{93} In contrast to SEM, the electrons in a TEM system pass through the sample (albeit a very thin slice) to determine the inner structures of the sample. EBSD usually is conducted by using a SEM equipped with an EBSD detector. Fig. 3a shows an SEM image of a perovskite film in a perovskite solar cell.\textsuperscript{51}

(b) **Atomic force microscopy (AFM).** AFM also targets the surface of porous energy materials and possesses high resolution of up to \(0.1\) nm. Fig. 3b shows an AFM image of Au-MOF-5.\textsuperscript{54} However, AFM only provides limited information due to its limited vertical range, magnification range and potential damage to the sample. To extract more information from materials, it is common to integrate AFM with other imaging techniques such as SEM.\textsuperscript{94}

Once images of the surface are captured by one of these techniques, digital image processing methods must be deployed in order to extract microstructural information from the images. For example, successful image segmentation, the identification of particular structures or objects in the image, is
important to guarantee data accuracy; the segmentation algorithm and its input parameters must be carefully chosen to reduce information loss. Several powerful software tools such as ImageJ and Fiji provide various image segmentation methods including thresholding, watershed and so on.

3.1.2 3D imaging

(a) Focused ion beam – scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM). FIB-SEM is a destructive technique which combines FIB and SEM techniques together. A focused ion beam uses a magnetic lens to focus a beam of ions such as Gallium ion (Ga⁺), onto a very small area on the surface of the material. This results in the stripping, deposition, implantation, cutting and modification of the material. In recent years, FIB has been used to process materials, combined with SEM and other high-power electron microscopy methods, to analyze the 2D and 3D micro-structures of meso-scale and nano-scale materials. In the operation of a FIB-SEM, the sample is cut into several hundreds of layers by the milling of FIB and each layer is then imaged by SEM to a very high resolution. By stacking these 2D images, the final sample micro-structures are reconstructed. Fig. 3c shows a schematic of how the FIB-SEM reconstructs the porous cathode of a Li-ion battery towards the final 3D image data.58 FIB-SEM is ideally suited for imaging micron and sub-micron scale to a resolution of about 10–15 nm. The limitations of this technique make it difficult to image the structure that is smaller than 5–10 nm.59 Users should be cautious when determining transport properties based on the reconstructed micro-structures from FIB-SEM. This is because the field of view in FIB-SEM is limited to around 40 × 40 μm, leading to the reconstructed domain being possibly smaller than the representative volume elementary (RVE) of the porous material. For example, Kelly et al.60 concluded that the permeability and pore connectivity calculated from a 3D shale domain below ~5000 μm³ are not accurate due to the computational domain being too small. They suggested a broad ion beam SEM (BIB-SEM) which can provide a larger field of view than FIB-SEM. Generally, FIB-SEM requires large amounts of time for milling that limits its imaging speed. Another limitation of FIB-SEM is its relatively poor resolution along the milling direction compared to the resolution in the other two directions. In recent years, helium ion beam (HIB) has been employed to accelerate milling and improve spatial resolution.95 It is worth noting that both FIB-SEM and HIB-SEM will affect the original material structures when cutting slices.

(b) X-Ray computerised tomography (X-ray CT). As opposed to FIB-SEM, X-ray CT is a non-destructive imaging technique, allowing quantitative or qualitative insight into complex micro-structures of various porous energy materials across multiple length scales. There are various classifications for X-ray CT such as attenuation contrast tomography and phase contrast tomography. Because of the undesired edge enhancement effects in attenuation contrast tomography, X-ray phase contrast tomography is most frequently used. When the X-ray beam penetrates the samples at different angles, a series of 2D projections are generated and converted into 2D grey-scale reconstruction images based on the Fourier slice theorem and a user-defined or open source library such as ASTRA.96 Finally, these 2D images are stacked in series and 3D reconstructed micro-structures are formed to describe the different phases after image segmentation. A typical X-ray CT experimental system is shown in Fig. 3d.97 Generally, X-ray CT involves a wide range of spatial resolution from a few nanometres to tens of micrometres via synchrotron X-ray CT,61 X-ray micro CT,98 X-ray nano CT62 and so on. One of the biggest advantages of X-ray CT compared with FIB-SEM is that X-ray CT is suitable for reconstruction of a large RVE with a low time cost. A typical example is the metal foam that has been extensively reconstructed via X-ray CT technique (Fig. 3d).99 Therefore, in summary, the trade-off between resolution and imaging volume should be carefully considered when obtaining the target morphological characteristics.

(c) Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Although MRI is typically associated with medical research and diagnosis, it is a promising tool for non-invasively probing the complex chemical and physical, spatially and temporally varying structures in energy devices. MRI uses the magnetic field gradients to spatially locate nuclei by making their precessional frequency dependent on position (Fig. 3e).100 However, performing MRI experiments on the electrically conductive micro-structures that typically exist in energy devices can lead to radio frequency losses and heating of components. To overcome this issue, several improvements have been proposed to achieve the measurement of metal micro-structures. For instance, Chang et al.67 and Bhattacharyya et al.101 successfully achieved imaging of lithium dendrites by measuring changes in the intensities and frequencies of Li-metal signals due to skin-depth effects and susceptibility shifts.67,101 Other indirect methods have also been proposed. Ilott et al. imaged the induced magnetic field produced by the cell itself and then related it to processes occurring inside the cell.68 Fig. 3e shows a 3D MRI image of a Li-metal cell.69 As is the case with X-ray CT, MRI is non-destructive, although it has a lower resolution than X-ray CT because of the inherent insensitivity of the lithium isotopes and relaxation phenomena. The resolution for a typical MRI scanner for solid-state materials is ~180 μm.67–69 Recently, several groups have achieved high-resolution nano-scale NMR (spatial resolution < 10 nm).70–72 However, these techniques require special facilities, such as the use of nitrogen-vacancy centre on the tip of a scanning probe microscope.78 MRI has also been employed to determine ionic transport in supercapacitors but no electrode micro-structures have been imaged.73,74

Notably, it is difficult to extract all the desired information from porous energy materials by using one single technique. In reality, multiple techniques are often tightly coupled to obtain more spatial and chemical information. For instance, Daemi et al. employed X-ray CT, XRD and FIB-SEM to analyse the morphology changes of micro-structures and crystallographic changes in uncycled LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 electrodes.102 MRI is usually used in conjunction with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to provide both spatial and chemical information.69 In order to characterise porous
energy materials with multiple functions, other testing methods are usually coupled with imaging techniques to reveal pore-scale material behaviours. For instance, mesoporous TiO₂ can be found in a wide range of energy applications such as dye-sensitized and perovskite solar cells, light emitting diodes, photocatalytic hydrogen generation and so on.¹⁰³ Nong et al.¹⁰⁴ tied high-resolution TEM, XRD, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy together to evaluate the microstructures of mesoporous Ru-doped TiO₂ and its activity for electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution reaction.

### 3.1.3 4D imaging

4D imaging techniques provide additional temporal or chemical information over and above the 3D spatial information. To probe the realistic evolution of microstructures or chemical species, operando devices must be prepared. Although definitions of the terms “in situ” and “operando” vary, here we use “in situ” to refer to measurements in fully assembled energy devices that can either operate or remain static. “Operando” refers to measurements made in service. For imaging in 3D plus chemical species, both in situ and operando devices are appropriate, while for 3D plus temporal evolution, only operando devices are suitable. Owing to the unique requirements of in situ and operando measurements, FIB-SEM was excluded from 4D imaging due to its intrinsic destructiveness, while the need for a vacuum and the sample damage prevent the utilisation of SEM and AFM. Environmental SEM has, however, been used in a 2D + 1 mode for the investigation of chemical distribution on surfaces,⁷⁵–⁷⁷ such as crack and liquid water distribution in electrodes.⁷⁷ Non-destructive X-ray CT and MRI have therefore been the main techniques for 4D imaging.⁸¹–⁸⁸ Wu et al. employed 4D soft X-ray CT at multiple X-ray energies to resolve spatial ionomer distribution in the 3D reconstructed catalyst layer in a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC),⁸⁴ see Fig. 4a. In the work of Wu et al., the 4th dimension is the spatial ionomer distribution among catalyst particles, which was obtained by image contrast based on the different X-ray absorption of materials. In order to reduce the damage from the X-rays on the ionomer distribution, multi-set tomograms are used to guide dose reduction to achieve damage reduction (≤5%). Besides characterizing microstructures, 4D X-ray CT has also been used to visualise the dynamics of multiphase flows in microstructures, such as water clusters in the cathodes of PEMFCs.⁸³

Another recent popular 4D imaging technique is operando MRI due to its quick scanning, high sensitivity and reasonable spatial resolution. Ilott et al. employed both MRI and NMR spectroscopy to resolve temporal and spatial evolution of Li dendrite microstructures in Li–metal batteries,¹⁰⁵ as shown in Fig. 4b. Their techniques offer 180 μm isotropic spatial resolution within temporal resolution of 16 min 40 s. When employing 4D imaging techniques to probe chemical concentration dynamics, the sensitivity to chemical concentration is critical. For example, a sufficient sensitivity (Li⁺ concentration resolution < 10 mM) and fine temporal (faster than 1 s per frame) and spatial resolution (finer than 1 μm) are required to characterise 3D ion transport in electrolytes.¹⁰⁶ Fig. 4c shows Li⁺ concentration distributions in electrodes of a Li-ion battery that was probed by Raman scattering microscopy.¹⁰⁶

In summary, 4D imaging data has the potential to offer new insight into the phase transformation, particle/ electrode morphology effects, nucleation propagation and particle–particle interactions.

---

**Fig. 4** (a) 4D X-ray CT imaging of CL (ionomer distribution in CL) (b) 4D MRI imaging of Li-metal batteries (dendrite growth) (c) Local Li⁺ concentration distribution in a Li-ion battery at different times (the image is reproduced with permission from Springer Nature).
interactions, which can then be applied to advance high-performance porous energy materials. In order to track more multi-scale information on porous energy materials, 3D (three spatial and one temporal dimension, plus chemical composition) imaging has been further proposed to enhance the understanding of chemical evolution leading to particle formation within the internal porous structures and the impact of those particles on performance.107

3.2 Mathematical models for generating microstructures of porous energy materials

The diversity of the microstructures reconstructed by the digital imaging techniques presented in Section 3.1 depends on the numbers of specimens provided, leading to a huge imaging cost for discovery and optimisation of microstructures. Besides, the reconstructed microstructures reflect, in turn, few formation processes that led to the specimens. In this regard, mathematical models specialised for generating microstructures are advantageous because their governing algorithms not only mimic the fabrication processes and synthesise vastly different microstructures by adjusting several important physical parameters, but are also fast and low-cost. Based on the various algorithms employed to construct these synthetic microstructures, we categorise the approaches into the stochastic fibre stacking method, the stochastic grain packing method, the simulated annealing method (SAM) and the multipoint statistical (MPS) method.

3.2.1 Stochastic fibre stacking method. The stochastic fibre stacking method is popularly employed to generate the microstructures of gas diffusion layers (GDL) of fuel cells and electrolyzers.108–112 The workflow of a typical stochastic fibre stacking method is depicted in Fig. 5a. Schulz et al. first introduced the stochastic fibre stacking method to generate synthetic microstructures of non-woven GDLs, where the pore size distribution and two-phase characteristics of their synthetic GDL agreed well with experimental one.108 However, in their work, the binder and hydrophobic agent polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) were ignored. To further improve the approach of Schulz et al.,108 Hao et al.,109 and Niu et al.110 incorporated the effects of PTFE into the synthetic GDL, whilst Hinebaugh et al.111 and Burganos et al.112 added binder and PTFE agents to the synthetic GDL. In these models, PTFE was considered by adding a PTFE sheath around fibres. Their model108–112 accounted for many parameters such as the heterogeneity and pore size distribution in the through-plane direction. Based on these improvements, more realistic GDL microstructures were constructed to help model and understand their multi-phase flow behaviour and to predict their transport properties. However, there are some challenges in stochastic fibre stacking methods. The first is that most models assume the fibres have identical diameter. The second is that additional topological descriptions are necessary to generate curved fibres, which complicates the model and increases the time cost. The final challenge is the low efficiency when these models are used to generate compressed fibrous samples because they need to be used in conjunction with other mechanical modelling methods such as finite element methods.

3.2.2 Stochastic grain packing method. Stochastic grain packing methods were first introduced to describe the microstructures of rocks and sandstones, and then further developed for granular porous media, such as electrodes of PEMFCs,113 SOFC114–117 and Li-ion batteries.118–123 In the general stochastic grain packing methods, spherical particles of identical diameter are randomly placed in the given domain, and particles are allowed to overlap by a finite distance to ensure the connectivity of the sample. Once the desired porosity is reached, the algorithm ends. Additional procedures are sometimes necessary to eliminate unrealistic microstructures such as isolated particles. Fig. 5b shows a stochastic grain packing method for the anode of a Li-ion battery.120 The random tessellation determines the distribution of grain shapes, sizes and locations. It is noted that general stochastic grain stacking models do not really capture the physics of the manufacturing process and few consider physical behaviour such as solvent mixing, sedimentation, drying and migration of particles induced by binder. Hannach et al.115 proposed a novel stochastic grain packing method to generate realistic microporous layer (MPL) structures in PEMFCs based on three physical input parameters: porosity, the diameter of carbon particles and the PTFE loadings which is generally used for hydrophobicity enhancement. Their synthetic MPL shows reasonable agreement with the experimental pore size distribution and transport properties (less than 10% error for effective diffusivity). One limitation of their model is that cracks formed by compression and cycling are not considered. This work was the first to consider both carbon particles and PTFE coatings in the synthetic MPL. This method has been also extensively employed to generate electrodes of SOFC,114–117 Li-ion batteries118–123 with various stochastic algorithms such as graph-based and Gaussian random field techniques. Based on these random graphs, the spatial distribution of different material grains is constructed.115,116 In the Gaussian algorithm, Gaussian random fields are introduced on the surface of particles to generate realistic particle geometries.120 The electrode microstructures generated via these two methods not only visually fit the morphology characteristics of real electrodes, but also agree reasonably well in terms of porosity, effective electric and ionic conductivity. The main limitation of these stacking grain methods includes artificially determined overlap among particles, requiring additional experimental images for extracting morphological information and ignoring the heterogeneity of additives along the thickness direction on the surface of grains.

3.2.3 Simulated annealing method (SAM). The SAM is an optimisation method that mimics the slow cooling of metals. This process is characterised by a progressive reduction in the atomic movements that reduce the density of lattice defects until the lowest-energy state is reached. Inspired by this physical process, microstructure generation is treated as an optimisation problem where the objective is to achieve targeted microstructural properties that may be defined by some specified statistical characteristics of the target system. Grains in a computational domain randomly move to find a structure that satisfies specified statistical functions representing the target porous materials, see Fig. 5c, with gradually reduced scope for those movements as the
objective is approached. Kim and Pitsch et al.\textsuperscript{124} pioneered the application of a SAM for the generation of CLs in PEMFCs and validated the predicted pore size distribution with experimental data. One of their synthetic CLs is shown in Fig. 5c. Consequently, Jiang et al.\textsuperscript{125} introduced the SAM to the electrode generation of PEMFCs\textsuperscript{126} and Li-ion batteries.\textsuperscript{126–130} Yin et al.\textsuperscript{131} employed a SAM to generate Gosford sandstone and compared the synthetic sample with experimental images from micro-CT. In these works, they showed that the SAM could simulate and replicate statistical spatial information in the synthetic microstructures.

The significant limitation of SAM is that its computational cost is higher than other methods due to the iterative computation to search for the minimum energy state.

3.2.4 Multiple-point statistics (MPS). MPS is a high-order statistics method, which describes the statistical relation between multiple spatial locations based on training 2D images from SEM or micro X-ray CT techniques. This method is more advantageous in reproducing the long-range connectivity of the pore space than stacking grain packing methods because MPS is based on a set of training images and employs multi-point
Simulated annealing using 2D thin slices as training images. Hajizadeh proposed an MPS method to generate 3D pore structures by providing statistical information which greatly increases porous media if 2D or 3D micro X-ray CT or SEM images are provided. It is noted that MPS requires experimental images for curved fibres. To reduce the computational cost, Okabe and Blunt further reduced the computational cost by using a single normal equation simulation (SNESIM) algorithm for the successive 2D MPS simulation. These works were limited by the hardware of computers at the time. Recently, huge progress in GPUs and computer memory allows high-efficiency 3D MPS simulations on 3D micro-images again. Wu et al. adopted both 3D MPS and SNESIM algorithm to generate two kinds of oil sandsstones. Therefore, MPS methods could be employed for any porous media if 2D or 3D micro X-ray CT or SEM images are provided. It is noted that MPS requires experimental images for extracting statistical information which greatly increases the computation time. Besides, MPS mainly mimics the realistic microstructures in final form, but does not consider the formation processes of microstructures. Table 1 summarises the pros and cons of four kinds of methods.

### 3.3 Structure–property–performance modelling approaches

The performance and functionality of porous energy materials is governed by physical processes occurring on a range of length scales from the atomic to the macroscopic and similarly for temporal scales. However, a great deal of insight has been gained by modelling such processes separately at different temporal and spatial scales, and in some cases combining models of a number of physical processes (multi-physics) at a particular scale. In this section, these physical modelling techniques are presented; a summary of them is shown in Fig. 6.

#### 3.3.1 Atomic scale models

Atomic scale models are specialised to model physical behaviours of porous energy materials at the scale of atoms (10⁻¹⁰ m) and even subatomic scale. Temporal scales are still very short (~ several ns), constituting one of the limitations of these methods. Two types of models have been developed for this purpose, *i.e.* density functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamics (MD).

DFT is specialised to model subatomic scales (electrons) and involves quantum-mechanical theories for various types of molecular interaction to reveal complex physical behaviours at an atomic scale. DFT requires several parameters as inputs such as the coordinates and identities of the atoms in the material within a repeating lattice, the exchange-correlation functional, parameters and algorithms for numerical and iterative convergence.

### Table 1 Pros and cons of various microstructure generation methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stochastic fibre</td>
<td>✓ Pixel-based or geometry-based</td>
<td>• Fibres are same diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Easy to program</td>
<td>• Complicated topological descriptions are necessary for curved fibres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Easy to generate vastly different samples</td>
<td>• Long time for generating compressed samples (need conjunction with other mechanical modelling such as finite element method)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Only requires simple stochastic algorithms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Synthetic microstructures display</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inhomogeneous properties similar to realistic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stochastic grain</td>
<td>✓ Pixel-based or geometry-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Easy to program</td>
<td>• The overlap between grains is manually determined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Easy to generate vastly different samples</td>
<td>• Some methods require experimental images to extract morphological information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Allows diverse grain shapes to mimic realistic particle geometries</td>
<td>• The heterogeneity of binder, ionomer and agents in thickness was ignored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Synthetic samples display visually and quantitatively appropriate characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated annealing</td>
<td>✓ Pixel-based</td>
<td>• Computational cost is higher than other methods (iterative computation is necessary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Physically meaningful governing algorithms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Good pore connectivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Wide applications (including fibrous and granular materials)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi point statistical</td>
<td>✓ Pixel-based</td>
<td>• Requires experimental images to extract statistical information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Physically meaningful governing algorithms</td>
<td>• Intensive computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Displays good long-range connectivity</td>
<td>• No consideration of the formation processes of microstructures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical functions to extract spatial connectivity and variability. To obtain a faithful local percolation probability, a huge set of training sample images is necessary. This method has been widely adopted to generate the microstructures of sandstones and rocks. The workflow of a typical MPS method is shown in Fig. 5d. Okabe and Blunt proposed an MPS method to generate 3D pore structures of the Fontainebleau, Berea sandstones and carbonate rock based on 3D micro-CT images. The statistical characteristics of Berea sandstone such as the autocorrelation function and fraction of percolating cells were validated. It is noted that a huge computational cost is required to extract local percolation probability in a 3D micro-CT image. To reduce the computational cost, Okabe and Blunt further proposed an MPS method to generate 3D pore structures by using 2D thin slices as training images. Hajizadeh et al. further reduced the computational cost by using a single normal equation simulation (SNESIM) algorithm for the successive 2D MPS simulation. These works were limited by the hardware of computers at the time. Recently, huge progress in GPUs and computer memory allows high-efficiency 3D MPS simulations on 3D micro-images again. Wu et al. adopted both 3D MPS and SNESIM algorithm to generate two kinds of oil sandsstones. Therefore, MPS methods could be employed for any porous media if 2D or 3D micro X-ray CT or SEM images are provided. It is noted that MPS requires experimental images for extracting statistical information which greatly increases the computation time. Besides, MPS mainly mimics the realistic microstructures in final form, but does not consider the formation processes of microstructures. Table 1 summarises the pros and cons of four kinds of methods.
Enhancing the reduction of CO$_2$ to CO. Chen B3LYP level of theory and they successfully predicted the absorption of Eu$^{3+}$–Eu$^{2+}$ ion pairs on the reaction energies of the redox reaction between Pb$^0$ and I$^0$, lattice stability, and energy optoelectronic properties of S-doped MoO$_3$ and O-doped MoS$_2$.

Whang et al. employed a time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) to calculate the excited-state properties of vinyl coupled triazene chromophores such as absorption maxima, electronic transition energies and oscillator strength. The basic properties output by DFT include electronic charge density, total energy, magnetic configuration and electronic band structure. Post-processing of output data from DFT calculation is important to derive useful properties of porous energy materials. A variety of material features such as elasto-mechanics, electronic structure, charge density and electrostatic potential, opto-electronic properties, wave function and catalytic activity are calculated based on various theoretical formulae. Recently, DFT has been applied to model catalysts, perovskite solar cells and MOFs. Wang et al. employed DFT to study the efﬂuence of Eu$^{3+}$–Eu$^{2+}$ ion pairs on the reaction energies of the redox reaction between Pb$^0$ and I$^0$, lattice stability, and energy band structure in perovskite solar cells, as shown in Fig. 7a. Masoud et al. conducted a DFT study to understand the optoelectronic properties of S-doped MoO$_3$ and O-doped MoS$_2$ bulk systems, with insights into the effective mass of electrons and holes, electron and hole mobilities, and exciton binding energy. The excited-state opto-electronic properties can be obtained by using time-dependent DFT, with Solomon et al. using this to predict nonlinear optical and optoelectronic properties of vinyl coupled triazene chromophores such as absorption maxima, electronic transition energies and oscillator strength. Whang et al. employed a time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) to calculate singlet and triplet excitations using the B3LYP level of theory and they successfully predicted the absorption spectra of ReTPS and Lehn catalysts which are used for enhancing the reduction of CO$_2$ to CO. Chen et al. performed DFT calculations to extract the pore-size distribution of ultraporous MOFs namely Nu-1501-Al, and investigated their structural characteristics and their effect on the storage capacities of methane and hydrogen. DFT has also been extensively employed in other porous energy material calculations such as Li-ion electrodes and catalysts of fuel cells. An in-depth review of DFT calculations of porous energy materials has been found in Jain et al. Generally, DFT calculations cover the whole periodic table, provided the adequate pseudo-potentials have been developed. However, the choice of exchange–correlation functional largely determines the accuracy of the DFT calculation. Other limitations of the standard DFT are the difficulty in modelling weak interactions, long-time dynamics and properties of excited states.

Compared with DFT, MD provides more direct insight into complex mechanisms at the molecular scale, allowing users to model interactions among thousands of molecules. This method relies on the solution of the Newton’s equations of motion for all atoms in order to extract path-dependent processes of materials. Fan et al. employed MD to predict the electrochemical surface area of porous CLs in PEMFCs under different humidity conditions, and the oxygen transport/thermal conductivity for a perfluorosulfonic acid membrane, as shown in Fig. 7b. MD has also been employed to investigate Li$^+$ transport within a solid electrolyte of Li-ion batteries. It is noted that high-performance computational facilities are often required for simulations of sufficient size ( ~10$^7$ molecules). Besides, MD models can only simulate physical processes at nanosecond time scales, which requires special treatment of the initial fields to accelerate the simulation. For example, the air pressure needs to be increased to tens of MPa to increase the number of oxygen molecules in a small computational domain. Thus, it has been challenging to validate MD model results with experimental data due to the small computational domain and short physical time. MD simulations show good precision when predicting material properties (e.g. density) and transport properties (e.g. diffusion coefficient), with errors less than 5%. The material properties predicted by MD models greatly contribute to the in-service model of energy devices by indicating relationships between different physical variables, for example, the quantitative relationship between relative humidity and electrochemical surface area in fuel cells. As classic MD is designed for simulations at the time scale around tens of ns, for slower processes outside this timescale range, kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) models have often been employed as well.

### 3.3.2 Mesoscopic models

Mesoscopic models are designed to address problems at mesoscopic length scales (100 nm–100 μm) but where continuum assumptions are not suitable. There are two commonly used mesoscopic models namely the lattice Boltzmann model (LBM) and dissipative particle dynamics (DPD).

The LBM is a popular modelling approach originally for complex fluid systems in computational physics based on microscopic particle models and mesoscopic kinetic equations and has now been extended to model various physical transport processes in porous energy materials. LBM is advantageous in dealing with complex flow and transport problems in complex porous domains due to its unique particulate nature and local dynamics. Numerous LBM studies have been conducted to predict various properties of porous energy materials. Chen and Tao have employed LBM to predict effective permeability...
and diffusivity of porous shales and the GDLs of PEMFCs. The predicted diffusivity of a wet GDL is shown in Fig. 7c. In their models, imaging techniques and mathematical models offered computational microstructures for LBM calculations. Similar LBM works have also been conducted to predict effective thermal conductivity, electric and species transport properties of electrodes of Li-ion batteries.160,161

DPD is an off-lattice mesoscopic technique that involves a set of particles moving in continuous space and discrete time. Particles represent whole molecules or fluid regions, rather than single atoms, and atomistic details are not considered relevant to the processes addressed. The particles’ internal degrees of freedom are integrated out and replaced by simplified pairwise dissipative and random forces, so as to conserve momentum locally and ensure correct hydrodynamic behaviour.162 The main advantage of this method is that it gives access to longer time scales and larger length scales than the most challenging conventional MD simulations. Simulations of polymeric fluids with length scales up to 100 nm for tens of microseconds are now common. Ma et al.163 employed DPD to predict the transport properties and proton conductivities of the blend membrane of PEMFCs. Fig. 7d shows their
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Results of various physical models that were used to predict properties of porous energy materials. (a) Eu clustering-layer-incorporated and formation energies in perovskite solar cells (DFT)143 (reproduced with permission from the American Association for the Advancement of Science); (b) structures of CL and electrochemical surface area (MD)150 (reproduced with permission from ACS Publications); (c) effective diffusivity of perforated GDLs (LBM)158 (reproduced with permission from Elsevier); (d) structure of blend membrane and proton conductivity (DPD)163 (reproduced with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry); (e) effective diffusivity of wet GDLs164 (reproduced with permission from IOP Publishing); (f) structural evolution of an SOFC electrode and three-phase boundary fraction (PFM)166 (reproduced with permission from AIP publishing); (g) structural evolution of electrode of Li-ion battery in calendaring process167 (reproduced with permission from Elsevier).
membrane structures and predicted proton conductivity from DPD modelling.

3.3.3 Macroscopic models. Macroscopic models are usually used to address engineering problems typically at large length \((>10^{-5}\ \text{m})\) and time scales \((>10^{-6}\ \text{s})\) where the continuum approximation holds. For these models, a representative region needs to be determined as the computational domain with a discretised mesh. Non-linear governing equations are then discretised in this domain and solved using initial and boundary conditions, once numerical schemes and solvers are specified. Diverse macroscopic models have been developed to tackle different problems such as fluid dynamics, mechanics, multi-phase flow and so on. For example, finite element models (FEM) and finite volume models (FVM) are specialised for structural analysis, heat transfer, fluid flow, mass transport, electromagnetics and so on. Fig. 7e shows predicted liquid water distribution and effective diffusivity of a wet GDL by using a FVM model.\(^{164}\)

There are several macroscopic models specialised for the structural evolution of porous energy materials to predict time-varying structural properties such as triple-phase boundaries (TPB), local porosity, surface area and so on. The first is the phase field model (PFM) which is a powerful mathematical model for solving interfacial problems. Due to their unique governing equations, derived from thermodynamic theory and named after Allen-Cahn, the PFM has significant advantages in predicting various behaviours of porous energy materials such as solidification, solid-state structural phase transformations, crack propagation, grain growth and so on.\(^{165}\) Chen et al.\(^{166}\) pioneered relevant work in the fundamental understanding of mesoscale microstructure evolution based on the PFM approach. They firstly employed the PFM to model the temporal evolution of microstructures during cell operation, and the TPB fraction (key reaction sites) of the electrodes in SOFCs. Fig. 7f shows the evolution of microstructures and TPBs of an SOFC electrode that were predicted by the PFM.\(^{165}\) The second modelling method for structural evolution is the discrete element method (DEM) that is used to model the heterogeneity, discontinuity, motion, and large deformation of numerous particles or blocks. Therefore, DEM is popular not only in modelling particle fracture in electrodes of batteries, but also rock stability analysis. Fig. 7g shows a DEM model that was used to investigate the effects of calendering process on the microstructure and porosity of Li-ion battery electrodes.\(^{167}\)

4. The future of energy materials: digitalisation of porous energy material design and optimisation

The past and modern research reported in Section 3 has covered high resolution imaging enabling digital representation of structure, digitalised construction of in silico structures comparable to physical structures, and simulation of properties and physical phenomena in porous structures at a range of length scales and time scales. However, these have essentially supported the experimental design and optimisation of porous energy materials. Now, digital techniques take the fore in design, optimisation and material discovery, through the application of additional digital methods, including artificial intelligence (AI), to address the challenges of current/previous approaches. However, there are four challenges still remaining. (1) High dimensionality. As mentioned above, energy materials often involve multi-physics phenomena which span multiple length scales. This high dimensionality requires optimisation approaches that have multiple criteria. (2) Multi-scale modelling. It has been challenging to fuse various computational approaches to modelling multi-physics behaviours into an integrated and high-efficiency computational platform due to the large number of numerical iterations required to connect the different temporal and spatial gaps. (3) Powerful graphics-processing ability. The microstructures of energy materials are generally stored in the form of digital graphics. Current graphics-processing algorithms are inadequate for microstructural design and optimisation because they show poor performance for material images construction and structure rendering. (4) Material discovery via high-throughput screening. In the digital materials space, tens of millions of candidate structures could be proposed so efficient screening and optimisation methods are even more necessary. At this stage, energy material digitalisation comes to the fore and is beginning to act as the primary tool for design and optimisation, taking the place of experimental trial and error. All material information, ranging from material structures, properties and even the performance in service, is shaped into virtual data spaces so that any information inquiry, data mining, feature extraction and relationship prediction can be efficiently made. Also, material digitalisation can accelerate novel design, microstructure creation and its optimisation using simulations of performance, all of which are in silico and with experimental validation and refinement.

With the rapid development of soft-computing techniques and advanced statistical theories, AI techniques are starting to play key roles in the digitalisation of porous energy materials. Recently, AI has been applied in various scientific and engineering areas including material science due to its abilities in data mining and feature extraction.\(^{168-175}\) In conjunction with the experimental techniques and mathematical models introduced in Section 3, AI techniques have been successfully employed in the study of energy materials. Various machine learning (ML) methods and advanced deep neural networks (DNN) have shown excellent performance in regard to material structure reconstruction and generation, and property and performance prediction, such as artificial neural networks (ANN),\(^{174}\) support vector machines (SVM),\(^{176}\) convolutional neural networks (CNN),\(^{177-182}\) generative adversarial neural networks (GANN)\(^{183-190}\) and so on. Fig. 8 shows a simplified schematic of how AI can work in combination with conventional techniques to promote the full digitalisation of porous energy materials. In the following sections, we present a thorough review of recent applications of AI techniques in microstructure reconstruction and generation, property prediction and performance modelling, especially addressing the applications of several deep learning methods such as GANN and CNN.
4.1 Structure reconstruction and generation

As highlighted in Section 3, digital imaging processing is an important step to reconstruct or generate microstructures.\textsuperscript{108,113} The recently successful applications of AI in videos and graphics have opened new opportunities in microstructure reconstruction and stochastic generation based on learning from digitised experimental images of physical structures.\textsuperscript{177,178,183–190} In this respect, there are two popular AI techniques that substantially accelerate the development, \textit{i.e.} convolutional neural networks (CNN) and generative adversarial neural networks (GANN). CNNs can accelerate image segmentation and manipulation because of their powerful ability for feature extraction, leading to improved efficiency and accuracy of microstructure reconstruction. The main purpose of a GANN is to synthesise new microstructures based on characteristics learnt from training images. In some specialised GANNs, CNNs have been incorporated to improve their effectiveness.

\textbf{(a) Convolutional neural networks (CNNs).}\ As discussed in Section 3, before stacking numerous 2D images from FIB-SEM or X-ray CT into a 3D digital image, these grey-scale images usually need to be segmented into their respective phases. The accuracy of image segmentation directly impacts the pore-scale characterisation and related properties. However, all segmentation methods have user-selected parameters that result in biases, whereas a well-trained CNN can provide much more consistent image segmentation. CNNs use the mathematical principle of convolution to extract features from localised regions of the input data (often an image); this is achieved by applying a filter that takes data from a set of neighbouring datapoints, to each region of the data consecutively. By compiling a set of such filters and learning different parameters for these filters, the system builds a description of the data based on features associated with meaningful relationships between datapoints in the original data. CNNs are highly effective at extracting features from the data, particularly at different scales (based on the design of the filters). Niu \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{178} employed a CNN called LeNet-5 to segment digital sandstone images from X-ray CT and SEM experiments and evaluated the results in terms of porosity, permeability and pore size distribution, resulting in greatly reduced variance in property prediction (reducing the variation of absolute permeability from...
64.9% to 14.2%) compared with watershed-based segmentation methods at different threshold settings. Fig. 9 shows the workflow of a typical CNN and the segmentation results of Niu et al.\textsuperscript{178} Besides image segmentation, CNNs have also been employed to improve low-resolution images of datasets with a large field of view to produce high-resolution images with an equal size area of interest.\textsuperscript{185}

(b) Generative adversarial neural networks (GANNs). Conventionally, experimental imaging techniques can only provide digital samples with finite diversity and field of view, limited by the cost and device capability. On the other hand, mathematical models often simplify the structure and make assumptions for complex morphologies. Thus, developing microstructure generation methods that include merits of both experimental techniques and mathematical models is desired. Through this strategy, limited experimental images provide learning samples to the stochastic mathematical models, which can then generate lots of synthetic microstructures that have similar characteristics and properties to the real samples. To this end, GANNs have been employed in the area of microstructure generation due to their unique neural network architecture proposed by Goodfellow et al.\textsuperscript{186} The structure of a typical GANN consists of two networks: a generator network and a discriminator network.

The generator is a function that is applied to a sample from a latent random space and creates a synthetic realisation. The discriminator’s role is to determine whether a sample is part of the training image data or from the generator. The misclassification rate is then computed and is fed back to the generator for further improvement in the quality of the produced samples, towards fooling the discriminator. When a sufficient image quality is obtained, training will be stopped and the discriminator is discarded. Finally, the generator will be used to create new digital microstructures (Fig. 10a). The first example of microstructural reconstruction based on a GANN was introduced by Mosser et al.\textsuperscript{187} They developed a GANN to reconstruct microstructures of digital sandstones based on X-ray CT images. With this trained GANN, realistic microstructures of sandstones could be generated efficiently. Fig. 10 also shows digital electrodes of Li-ion batteries and SOFC generated by this GANN. It is noted that both training data and output results were both 3D images, which require large memory and long computational time. In their subsequent work,\textsuperscript{188,189} they adopted a deep convolutional GANN (denoted DCGAN) to reconstruct microstructures of sandstones, multiphase electrodes of lithium-ion batteries and SOFC anodes. This DCGAN is advantageous because both generator and discriminator employ CNNs, which

Fig. 10  (a) Schematic of the workflow for a typical GANN\textsuperscript{178} and (b) comparison of generated and real multiphase structures for a Li-ion battery cathode and SOFC anode\textsuperscript{189} (reproduced with permission from Springer Nature).
are powerful in extracting features from digital images compared with conventional GANNs.

In the above GANN works, 3D images are usually required as training data. However, 3D image datasets are often unavailable for most researchers. In some complicated cases with extremely small scales, only 2D SEM images can be used to resolve the smallest features. Since GANNs can be applied to both 2D and 3D images, a more convenient way to generate novel and realistic microstructures is to use only 2D images which are easy for users to assess. Valescchi et al.\textsuperscript{183} developed a GANN to generate 3D porous sandstones from 2D images. The key point of this approach is that the discriminator operates on 2D images, while the generator produces 3D images. Once a 3D image has been generated, a set of cross-sections are extracted and fed into the discriminator. Aside from 2D to 3D GANNs, auto-encoders have also been introduced into the GANN to accelerate image data processing.\textsuperscript{183} Apart from the utilisation of 2D images, the efficiency of GANNs can be improved by optimizing their neural structures, since modern GANNs are usually highly overparameterised. A recent pruning technique based on dynamic reallocation of non-zero parameters allows removal of a significant fraction of network parameters with little loss in accuracy.\textsuperscript{179} He et al. employed similar techniques to prune filters, achieving a reduction of 52% in floating point operations.\textsuperscript{180}

4.2 Structure–property relationships

Understanding the structure–property relationships in porous energy materials is essential to accelerate design and discovery of new materials. However, properties of given microstructures are often predicted using empirical correlations or numerical modelling. Such methods are either specific or require high computational cost. The challenge is therefore to develop techniques to accurately and efficiently predict properties of new candidate structures using material databases that include both structure and property information (either experimental or modelled). In recent years, this challenge has prompted the exploration of data-driven models that can accurately and efficiently predict the structure–property linkage of porous energy materials. As one of the most exciting AI techniques, ML methods have been employed to predict properties of porous energy materials.\textsuperscript{171,191,192} Shandiz and Gauvin\textsuperscript{193} employed various ML classification algorithms including linear, quadratic and shrinkage discriminant analysis, neural networks, support vector machines, k-nearest neighbours, random forests and extremely randomised trees to determine crystal systems of silicate-based cathodes in Li-ion batteries. In their work, the different compositions of the crystal system of silicate-based cathodes are taken from materials projects that offer an open web-based access to the calculated physical and chemical properties of known and predicted materials derived from DFT calculations of electronic structure.\textsuperscript{194–196} They found that random forests and extremely randomized trees gave the highest accuracy of prediction.

Since most microstructures of porous energy materials are based on digital images, the use of CNNs has gradually extended beyond segmentation and reconstruction to the prediction of properties of porous energy materials like permeability of digital oilstones,\textsuperscript{181,197} structural properties (e.g. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio),\textsuperscript{198} effective thermal conductivity of porous carbon nanotubes\textsuperscript{199} and effective diffusivity of general porous materials.\textsuperscript{200} As is well known, the key for DNNs in predicting the structure–property linkage is the availability of large training datasets. In the above works, digital images of microstructures can be from either experimental data like X-ray CT and SEM or mathematical reconstruction models. For the preparation of a properties database, numerical models such as LBM and FEM are often chosen because of their strong capability in modelling porous media.

Fig. 11a shows a schematic of a 3D-CNN used to predict structure–property linkages for porous materials.\textsuperscript{182} This 3D-CNN was employed to predict the effective elastic properties of high contrast composites based on their 3D microstructures as input. A high contrast composite implies that the elastic properties (e.g., Young’s moduli) of the constituents are significantly different from each other. In this CNN, 3D images were firstly convolved with 32 filters in a convolutional layer with a filter size of $10 \times 10 \times 10$. The main purpose of the convolutional layer is to extract spatial features in the 3D images and learn parameters for a set of filters. It is noted that the size of the learned filters was informed by 2-point correlation statistics which define a characteristic length scale for the dominant features of the microstructure. Then the outputs of the convolutional layer were activated with the rectified linear unit activation function (ReLU) which is commonly used in CNNs. These outputs are then pooled into 8 values in an average pooling layer. The pooling layer was mainly used to reduce the number of parameters and computational time by down-sampling the outputs from the convolutional layers. Since there were 32 filters in this 3D-CNN, a total of 256 features were generated at the end of the pooling layer. A fully connected layer is usually at the end of the CNNs to derive the final classification or prediction results. In this 3D-CNN, a linear regression model based on extracted features was used to predict the final property. A stochastic gradient descent (SGD) was employed to train the network. The learning rate was fixed to a constant at the beginning and was multiplied by 0.1 when the training loss did not improve. A 10-fold cross validation scheme was employed to avoid over-fitting and to quantify the errors.

Another CNN with different network structure and hyper-parameters was applied to the prediction of the catalytic activity of catalytic Au nanoparticles from TEM images.\textsuperscript{201} In this study, the input data is 2D images of atomic resolution STEM images instead of 3D microstructures. This CNN shares similar architectures with the one shown in Fig. 11a, except for the different dimension of input data and specialized filter size ($3 \times 3$) due to the different characteristic scales in images. The aim of this study was to determine the presence of Au nanoparticle twins in the experimentally obtained HAADF-STEM images, which is a typical image classification issue.

There is broad scope for the adjustment of CNN structure for different applications where the microstructure is input in the form of images. The design choices include the number and
size of filters in convolutional layers, various pooling operations and activation functions, and combinations of these operations; these must, however, be tailored to the particular system of study in order to successfully extract and correlate the relevant features of the input data to the desired predicted property. CNNs have been transferred to segment and characterize the FIB-EBSD images of Li-ion electrode grains, detect defects in Li-ion battery electrodes, classify images of perovskites and evaluate catalytic activity of Au nanoparticles from TEM images. However, CNNs need special treatment when they are employed to study graph-based crystals where atoms and bonds are represented as nodes and edges, respectively. For example, Xie et al. demonstrated a crystal graph convolutional neural network framework (CGCNN) which directly learnt material properties from the connection of atoms in the crystal, providing a universal and interpretable representation of crystalline materials. The main idea of their method was to represent the crystal structure by a crystal graph that encodes both atomic information and bonding interactions between atoms, and then build a convolutional neural...
network based on these graphs and automatically extract characteristics and predict target properties, shown in Fig. 11b. This CGCNN was later extended by other workers to include atomic orbital interactions.\textsuperscript{206} It is noted that CNNs are popular in energy material science and molecular property prediction because of their strong capability in feature extraction, which is highly efficient compared with other fully connected neural networks.

The design of optoelectronic materials relies on prediction and tuning of both their ground-state and excited-state properties. In a study of conjugated polymers, Jackson \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{207} utilized molecular dynamics combined with semi-empirical quantum mechanical simulations of the optoelectronic properties to train a neural network based on a coarse-grained representation, enabling access to larger time and length scales. The coarse-graining was achieved using feature extraction with a 1D CNN, with inputs in form of the atomic reciprocal distance matrices. The CNN used a $1 \times 1$ kernel and an exponential linear unit activation function, with a parameter initialization using the LeCun normal initializer. This reduced-dimensional representation feeds into a bidirectional long short-term memory network (LSTM) to compute ground-state and excited-state properties, \textit{e.g.} the charge density distributions of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), excited-state energies and linear optical absorption spectra, amongst others. Their ML model predicted the HOMO$-2$ to LUMO$+2$ orbital energies with a cross-validated mean absolute error (MAE) of 19.2 $\pm$ 0.2 meV and a coefficient of determination of 0.992 $\pm$ 0.0001. By employing ML methods to make predictions from coarse-grained representations, their model significantly accelerates the prediction of optoelectronic properties of conjugated polymer systems. Lu \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{208} employed four state-of-the-art DNNs to predict the optoelectronic properties of oligothiophenes (OTs) which are organic semiconductor materials being explored for use in a range of optoelectronic devices. The four DNNs differ in their molecular representations and structure; (a) a deep tensor neural network (DTNN), (b) SchNet, a similar representation but using a continuous CNN (that can work with unequally spaced data, rather than pixels) (c) a message-passing neural network (MPNN) and (d) a multilevel graph convolutional neural network (MGCNN) with a similar representation to the MPNN. These networks were trained with 80 000 OT configurations generated by an MD model and optoelectronic properties calculated by DFT and TD-DFT models. Their results indicated that SchNet gave the best performance in predicting the excited-state properties of OTs and achieved MAEs below 0.1 eV even with a dataset as small as 5000 structures.

Though CNNs have demonstrated remarkable performance in various tasks and are often key components within neural networks, their black-box nature is still unresolved and the internal decisions within CNNs have often been poorly understood. Thus, an enhanced interpretability is necessary for CNNs to ensure that neural networks do not ignore relevant patterns in the dataset and to understand the underlying reasons for their outputs, thereby enhancing the accuracy and reliability of neural networks. In this regard, explainable AI (XAI) has become a popular branch of research to interpret the behaviour of CNNs.\textsuperscript{209} Zhang \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{210} quantitatively explained the rationale for each prediction from a pre-trained CNN by using decision trees to identify the basis for the outputs produced by the CNN.

In general, where the prediction of multiple properties is required, separate neural networks are trained for each specific property. The same feature may therefore be repeatedly extracted in the individual networks, which greatly wastes computational resources. To tackle this issue, a multi-task learning (MTL) method has been proposed in which a network layer is shared across different tasks\textsuperscript{211} so that common features are extracted more efficiently, as shown in Fig. 11c. MTL is particularly suitable for predicting the multi-physics properties of porous energy materials. While there are few reported studies of MTL relating to porous energy materials so far, Wang \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{212} employed an FEM model and a data-driven MTL model to predict three viscoelastic properties of polymer nanocomposites, namely the tan$\delta$ peak, glassy modulus and rubbery modulus. In this model, the MTL was achieved through hard parameter sharing. The input image is first fed into a series of shared convolution and pooling layers to extract the high level shared structural features for different tasks. Then, three sets of task-specific layers, including one more convolution and pooling layer and two fully connected (FC) layers, are applied to predict the different output properties.

4.3 Predicting the performance of energy materials in service

The structure and properties of porous energy materials are the fundamental factors that impact on their performance in service. To understand the effects of structure and properties on in-service performance of porous energy materials, numerical modelling\textsuperscript{213-220} and \textit{in situ}/operando experimental testing techniques\textsuperscript{81-88} have been used for bottom-up design and optimisation. In experimental testing, in-depth data analysis is necessary to extract important features and parameters from raw data. In numerical modelling, reduction of timing-consuming iterations is desired. To tackle these issues, data-driven models based on AI techniques have been developed to achieve in-depth data mining and rapid prediction of in-service performance based on experimental and numerical databases. Data-driven models are essentially producing an empirical non-linear fit to the multi-dimensional dataset that traditionally derives from experimental data but sometimes could be simulation data. In a typical data-driven model, the training data includes the operating conditions, the spatial distribution of physical and performance descriptors of energy devices, such as temperature, pressure, humidity, efficiency, output voltage and so on. These computational or experimental data are then fed into the data-driven machine-learning model for training. The selection of model can be diverse, depending on the particular requirements. For energy devices, ANN, SVM and others have been used. When the trained neural network has been validated with a test set of data, it can be put forward to predict information of interest such as overall performance or the spatial distribution of physical fields such as temperature and potential. Fig. 12a shows the workflow of a typical AI-based data-driven model. Wang \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{176,221} integrated two ML algorithms, \textit{i.e.} SVM
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and ANN, with a 3D PEMFC multi-physics-resolved model. When the ML frameworks were well trained, this data-driven approach predicted cell performance within 1s, achieving a substantial computational acceleration compared with the conventional 3D PEMFC model (~ten minutes for a single cell model). Xu et al.222 further combined a DNN with a multi-physics SOFC model to optimise cell performance. The training sets in the data-driven models of Wang et al.176,221 and Xu et al.222 are from numerical models of the system performance, which were validated with experimental data. Although these training sets are easier to obtain and lower-cost than experimental data, the errors of numerical models caused by the assumptions and simplifications of the model will affect the neural network training.

Besides integrating with numerical databases, AI can also work on testing data from experiments and forecast the lifetime and health of energy materials.223–225 Howard et al.223 adopted an ANN to identify the optimum operating parameters for rearg–rest–recovery cycle of perovskite photovoltaics. In this data-driven model, the ANN is validated by predicting the performance and operations of a large set of solar cells from different laboratories, which is critical in assessing the ANN’s generality and accuracy. When collecting experimental data for AI training, care must be taken to collect sufficient data for input and ensure that the variance in the training data should be representative of the true variance arising from all possible sources such as different fabrication facilities and instrumentation variation. AI-based data-driven models can also be used to predict the lifetime of Li-ion batteries. Wu et al.213 were the first to present perspectives on the integration of state-of-the-art battery modelling, in-vehicle diagnostic tools, data driven modelling approaches and emerging ML methods towards creating a battery digital twin. Severson et al.224 developed a logistic regression model to classify batteries into either a low-lifetime or a high-lifetime group, using only the first five cycles for batteries with various cycle life thresholds (generally 150 to 2300 cycles). Their model was capable of predicting the overall lifetime of a battery from its voltage levels and other information from its first 100 cycles with a 91% accuracy. This data-driven algorithm is highly significant in reducing the cost of battery development. Although this data-driven model does not require prior knowledge of degradation mechanisms, it is not able to indicate the mechanism occurring in any system, and therefore other experimental tools are needed to identify this. In addition, the model must be retrained for different battery designs.

Temporal characteristics of energy devices containing porous energy materials are also crucial for their performance and durability. The neural networks for predicting spatiotemporal characteristics are different from those for steady state because they require knowledge of the previous state and current state to predict the next state. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have been proposed to deal with these time series problems.226–232

Fig. 12 (a) Workflow of typical data-driven neural networks for predicting the performance of energy devices including porous energy materials. (a) Steady-state performance; (b) transient performance.228
Similar to the commonly used feedforward network, a traditional RNN consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The difference between RNNs and feedforward networks is the self-recurrent connection of the neurons in RNNs, i.e. the input of RNN neurons is not just the current input, but also what they have obtained previously in time. RNNs use their internal memory to process sequences of inputs. However, classic RNNs poorly describe long-term dependencies due to the vanishing-gradient phenomenon, which prevents the utilisation of the popular stochastic gradient-descent method used in training processes. To address this problem, the long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network, one kind of RNN, has been popular for learning long-term sequences. The LSTM allows the gradient to flow unchanged by employing a cell memory and improves the gradient vanishing and exploding issues.

Fig. 12b shows the workflow of a LSTM RNN predicting the temporal evolution of the performance of in-service porous energy materials. Xie et al. fused a particle filter (a common mathematical algorithm in signal processing) and the LSTM RNN to predict the lifetime of a PEMFC. This integrated structure showed reasonable prediction when the training phase was large (60% of the dataset). However, the prediction capability was poor when using fewer temporal sequences as training data (training phase 40%). Other popular applications of LSTM have also been achieved in predicting wind speed, turbulent flow, state of charging of Li-ion batteries and power forecasting of solar photovoltaic facilities. Notably, these purely data-driven neural networks directly learn from data without explicitly enforcing physical constraints, and the predicted results may therefore deviate from the real data due to the absence of physical meanings in these neural networks. To further improve the prediction capability, physics-informed data-driven models have been on trend very recently. In these models, prior physical knowledge, such as pre-defined physical constraints, is incorporated into neural networks. Wang et al. developed a physics-informed DNN (TF-Net) which incorporated turbulent physics into a deep CNN to predict spatiotemporal turbulent flow. Their neural network shows higher prediction accuracy than other purely data-driven networks. Although this physics-informed model is for predicting turbulent flow, the approach shows great potential for predicting other transient physical phenomena in porous energy materials and energy devices in a physically meaningful way.

As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, higher dimensional imaging techniques (4D, 5D or generally denoted nD here) can quantitatively reveal vital physico-chemical dynamics in spatial and temporal scales simultaneously, thereby providing fuller insight into the screening of energy material components, the tuning of material properties and optimisation of operating parameters. To the best knowledge of authors, no nD imaging works have been integrated with AI techniques so far. Here, we propose two promising areas where AI techniques can greatly enhance the development of energy materials science based on nD imaging techniques: (1) discovering complex features from high-dimensional data. The data included in nD images are usually high-dimensional (e.g. number of datapoints in each 3D image) and it is therefore challenging to reveal the relationships between many physical properties in this high-dimensional parameter space. In this regard, DNNs are powerful to extract correlations among parameters at different dimensional scales. For example, the correlation of catalyst activity with spatiotemporal microstructure evolution can be extracted by using a hybrid model of CNNs and LSTM to analyse 5D images (3D catalyst layer + temporal evolution + product water distribution) of operando PEM fuel cells; (2) forecasting long-term dynamics. Although long time-scale 5D imaging techniques can provide valuable insight into the durability and degradation of energy materials, the high cost of the facility requirements for 5D imaging hinders its advancing use. Thus, it is beneficial to use measured data collected over relatively short time scales to predict the long-term dynamics of the system. Moreover, it would be even more pertinent to predict long-term dynamics directly from structural and spatial chemical species distributions. In this regard, spatiotemporal neural networks like LSTM can forecast long-term 5D dynamics in energy materials based on finite 5D imaging data from experiments, thereby greatly reducing the cost of research on durability and degradation mechanisms. The work from Severson et al. and Xie et al. which employed ML methods to predict battery life and fuel cell dynamics, respectively, are worthy of reference in this regard. Furthermore, the use of techniques such as GANNs, have proven to be effective in generating large synthetic microstructures from sparse datasets and also in generating higher dimensional data from lower order information (e.g. 3D reconstructions from 2D data). Thus, a promising route to address the potentially limited availability of nD datasets is to apply these GANN techniques towards training networks that are able to predict their nD properties without having to measure them.

4.4 New materials discovery and design

Generally, new materials can be achieved by composition modification and microstructural design. High throughput screening is often unavoidable for discovery of optimal compositions due to the vast search space, and this is usually time-consuming. Microstructural design often needs to adjust the operating parameters of manufacturing processes, which involves potentially numerous physical and chemical processes. Recently, the combination of energy material digitalisation and AI techniques opens opportunities to accelerate materials discovery.

In a digital-led high throughput screening process, the modelling techniques presented in Section 3 (e.g. DFT) provide training data for data-driven models. These data-driven models rapidly predict the material properties of a portfolio of candidates. Ma et al. successfully discovered several potential two-dimensional optoelectronic octahedral oxysalides with satisfactory properties (band gaps, high electron mobilities and ultrahigh absorbance coefficients) by integrating gradient boosted regression (GBR) with a DFT model. They trained the GBR model with 300 two-dimensional octahedral oxysalides whose properties were simulated by DFT and subsequently screening another 5000 candidates. Aside from using data-driven models to directly predict material properties, AI techniques can also
accelerate material screening by extracting material features from experimental images (e.g. XRD images). 243, 244 In an experimental screening of perovskite-inspired materials, Sun et al. adopted a deep neural network to assist with classification and structural characterisation from XRD images. 242 This neural network can also diagnose the dimensionality of novel materials. With the help of AI techniques, an acceleration of over an order of magnitude per experimental learning cycle was achieved. One of the limitations of these high-throughput screening programmes is that of poor autonomy. Recently, exciting AI-based robots that run autonomously have been designed to perform this difficult experimental screening task. 244, 245 These AI-based robots successfully screen high-performance photocatalysts and antisolvents from several hundred candidates in several days. Also, an AI-based closed-loop optimisation of fast-charging protocols for batteries was proposed by Attia et al. 246 This methodology autonomously incorporates feedback from past experiments to inform future decisions, which is highly meaningful for design of time-intensive experiments and multi-dimensional design spaces.

In microstructural design, few works have focussed on the optimisation of microstructures of porous energy materials in combination with their manufacture. 247–250 A digital twin of the manufacturing process is necessary at this stage to virtually predict the influence of the manufacturing parameters on the final microstructures of porous energy materials. Notably, stochastic grain stacking methods and mesoscopic physical models contribute to the development of a digital twin since they can output virtually realistic microstructures of porous energy materials. Compared with stochastic grain stacking methods, mesoscopic single-phase models have been suggested as preferred methods because they consider the physical dynamics of separate materials in the manufacturing processes of porous energy materials. For example, DEM can capture aspects of the manufacturing process and particle–particle interactions that are relevant in determining the characteristics of the microstructure. Takagishi et al. 248 and Lombardo et al. 249 employed a mesoscopic coarse grained molecular dynamics model to digitalise the manufacturing process of Li-ion battery electrodes which involves multi-scale materials such as slurry, consisting of active materials, carbon additives, binders and solvents. Consequently, data-driven models can be further introduced to predict the properties of microstructures generated in a manufacturing process under specific conditions.

Digital twins for the fabrication and performance of porous energy materials are still largely absent and therefore their development is fruitful prospect moving forward. More digital twins such as the electrode model for Li-ion batteries should be developed by adopting physically meaningful microstructure construction models. For example, a digital twin of microstructures of SOFC electrodes can be achieved by integrating a phase field model and AI-based data-driven model. Moreover, autonomous optimisation algorithms based on digital twins and data-driven approaches that have been employed in porous energy material design have not yet been fully exploited for the optimisation of the complete system from material manufacture through to device operation. Recently, deep reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms have been successfully employed to optimise the design of molecules. 251 It is feasible to extend this RL algorithm to the optimisation of microstructures of porous energy materials by integrating a digital twin of the manufacturing process and data-driven prediction models.

4.5 The importance of data in AI

As already mentioned, ML models often require a large amount of high-quality data that is vital for the accuracy and reliability of models. In fields where AI is well-established, such as image classification, large datasets are readily available, and ML models can be designed with high dimensionality (many learnt parameters). These methods can also benefit from learning a reduced set of relevant features from the inputs through techniques such as regularisation or other feature reduction methods. However, in engineering applications, data is often costly and difficult to obtain and datasets are of necessity limited in size. Therefore, strategies are required to achieve successful application of ML in such a context; these focus both on the efficient collection of data and the design of ML methods to work with smaller datasets.

Currently, there are three common methods that have been adopted by researchers to prepare training data for their ML models: (1) direct experimental measurement; (2) simulation or (3) meta-analysis. Whilst direct experimental measurement is a straightforward approach, it can be difficult and expensive to access to facilities and obtain data. The measured data has associated experimental errors, and one significant problem is the challenge of fully characterising the material structure for which the property was measured, especially taking into account sample variability. Simulations using physically-based models offer an alternative source of data. Modelling tools such as those introduced in Section 3.3 such as DFT, MD, FVM have been widely employed to prepare training datasets for NNs to achieve high-throughput material structure screening as well as for rapid property and performance prediction. An alternative to these data collection techniques is to use a meta-analysis approach, in which experimental or simulation data is mined from literature and data repositories; some of these are “open” and are hosted by academic, non-profit or governmental communities. For example, numerous experimental testing data and 3D microstructures of Li-ion batteries have been released by the Battery Microstructure Project of ETH Zurich 252 and National Renewable Energy Laboratory of the USA. 253 These high-quality data can be used as inputs for GANNs for electrode generation, and for NN systems tailored for the prediction of the performance and lifetime of Li-ion batteries. Yildirim et al. 254 prepared a hysteresis dataset of perovskite solar cells by collecting data from 194 articles. With this dataset, they employed ML method to analyse the hysteresis and reproducibility of perovskite solar cells and their relations with power conversion efficiency and long-term stability. Furthermore, approaches such as text mining of the existing academic literature for key performance metrics associated with energy systems have been demonstrated. For example, Torayev et al. 255 showcased a text mining system
that analysed 1800 publications relating to Li–O₂ batteries, extracting metrics such as the discharge capacity automatically.

Whilst experimental data can be costly and challenging to obtain, simulations of complex materials can also be resource-hungry and time-consuming. Collection of data by either means may therefore need to be carefully targeted in order to obtain the best outcome from network training with the minimum amount of data. Janet et al. adopted a multidimensional ‘expected improvement criterion’ to estimate how the use of a proposed new piece of training data would improve the predictive accuracy of the system. They were therefore able to generate new data in the regions (of feature space) where that data would make the greatest improvement to the predictive power of the network. The investigation focussed on the discovery of candidate transition metal complexes acting as redox couples for redox flow batteries, and used resource-intensive DFT simulations to generate data; targeting the data collection enabled these to be used in a highly efficient way. An alternative way to address the data problem is to adopt a transfer learning approach, in which models already trained for one task are used as a building block for a different task. Thus, the hierarchy of features learned by the pretrained network can be used for many other different tasks with a much-reduced training demand. Badmos et al. achieved AI-based defect detection in Li-ion battery electrodes based on limited images through use of the transfer learning method.

Having considered the challenges and potential strategies around data collection, we now address the question of effective ML design, particularly when working with limited data. The more complex the system, the more data is required for training the model. Therefore, an important strategy to reduce the data demand is to reduce the number of features (inputs) to the model. Broadly speaking, approaches to achieve this fall into two categories: feature engineering and feature selection. Feature engineering refers to the design of input features using transformations of the raw data; these features may be based on physical or engineering expertise to target relevant physical quantities, or may be extracted from the data using statistical measures etc. In their study of battery lifetime prediction, Severson et al. adopted features based on the differences between repeated charging cycles. The use of such a reduced set of engineered features may result in a highly predictive model but is at risk of introducing model bias. An alternative approach is that of feature selection or feature reduction in which the system learns which features are the most important and others can then be removed from the model. A wide range of techniques exist, including the widely used regularisation methods, filters (eliminating a subset of features) and wrapper methods (to test the elimination of features). Janet and Kulik explored feature selection by a range of techniques for the design of transition metal complexes and were able to identify the importance of short-range electronic properties (e.g. atomic numbers of atoms local to the metal atom, etc.) as well as longer-range steric effects. They also used feature engineering approaches to design an appropriate representation of the system as a set of features which were subsequently down-selected.

4.6 Perspectives

Based on the knowledge of porous energy materials reviewed in this paper, we propose a future route for autonomous optimisation and rational evaluation of microstructures of porous energy materials, as shown in Fig. 13. In this route, physical analysis techniques like XRD pass basic material information (e.g. composition), experimental testing data and material search boundaries to a deep reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm. The digital space includes a deep RL algorithm that integrates two models, i.e. generative and predictive models. The generative model (G-model) mainly consists of digital twins of manufacturing processes of porous energy materials. The G-model is able to output a large set of candidate digital microstructures that correspond to specified manufacturing parameters. Microstructures of porous energy materials generated by the G-model are transferred to the predictive model (P-model) that is specialised in assessing their properties and performance. This predictive model typically consists of multi-scale models, performance models and DNNs, where these DNNs are trained by the data from models. The role of the P-model is to act as a critic of the performance of the G-model by a numerical reward fed back to the generated microstructures. The G-model takes this reward into account and adjusts the manufacturing parameters, then outputs new microstructures of porous energy materials to maximise the expected reward. Finally, the down-selection performed by the deep RL reduces the large database into limited candidates which will be passed into the physical world again. Then, AI-based robots autonomously perform the rational evaluation by conducting checks on the feasibility of manufacture, in situ characterisation, durability tests and so on to determine the best microstructures and corresponding manufacturing parameters. If the rational evaluation is unsatisfactory, these testing data will be feedback both in the physical world, to adjust physical parameters, and also in the digital space to adjust the reward function of the RL algorithm to generate new candidates. It is noted that the physical world could also share the same AI techniques that have been employed for data processing in material digitalisation. For example, CNNs can be used to enhance the efficiency and accuracy of defect detection when assessing manufacturing feasibility. Data-driven modelling techniques can be used to predict the lifetime of energy materials based on experimental data on short time-scale durability, thereby substantially reducing the cost of the rational evaluation. This closed-loop optimisation roadmap may potentially reduce the load of AI-based robots and eventually accelerate the design and optimisation of porous energy materials. When the relevant data contains uncertainties, probabilistic ML methods such as Bayesian ML can be viable alternative approaches because they simplify the interpretability of the results and facilitate a subsequent optimisation process to find the optimum design for a given task.

Furthermore, theoretical predictions of material properties will inherently have a degree of uncertainty. Thus, high-throughput synthesis techniques which combine with ML techniques to aid with the design of experiments will be essential. For instance,
Granda et al.\textsuperscript{260} demonstrated how an ML-driven decision making system for an automated synthesis process with real time NMR and IR-spectroscopy was able to predict the reactivity of 1000 reaction combinations with an 80% accuracy. Thus, ML-enabled cyber-physical systems are a key enabler to bridge the uncertainty in computational predictions and practical energy materials.

5. Conclusions

Porous energy materials have served society for many centuries. The understanding of porous energy materials showed unique characteristics in different eras depending on the level of theory and technology at the time. In spite of the boom in innovative materials and energy technologies, the design and optimisation of their structures and operating parameters remains challenging and requires further effort from both industrial and academic communities. Thus, shaping all materials into virtual data spaces instead of relying on experimental investigation has gradually attracted increasing attention. This appealing target was recently promoted by the surge in artificial intelligence (AI) in material science that has revolutionised the way we model the structures and properties of porous energy materials. Based on the digital porous energy material spaces created by the integration of AI techniques, conventional theories and technologies, we anticipate that faster discovery, design and optimisation of porous energy materials will be readily achieved. We have stepped into a society of the internet of things, where digital transformation of every element and linked chains is essential to create efficient end-to-end information streams. Of course, as core components of energy devices, porous energy materials need to be fully digitalised from their microstructure to their properties and through to in-service performance, extending to their discovery, design and optimisation. We have proposed a future roadmap for an automated optimisation route for microstructures based on digitalisation techniques of porous energy materials, deep reinforced learning methods and AI-informed robotic automation. We envisage that this closed-loop optimisation roadmap will accelerate the search for optimised porous energy materials, will lead to the discovery of potentially novel structures and will effectively target the load on AI-based robots performing the final physical material screening. In the physical world of this roadmap, high-throughput synthesis techniques based on cyber-physical systems will be essential.
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